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When intense pulse light is used, it is known as leaser treatment, and when this leaser treatment is
used on the skin is known as photo-rejuvenation. This treatment does not only, helps in removing
the wrinkles, but also, helps in resurfacing the skin. Resurfacing means it even heals the open pores
and not necessary, there are wrinkles. Till the end of nineteenth century, thermal power (a radio
frequency device) were used to certain extent for rectifying the skin, but, the after effect was really
bad, since, it caused the damage of the skin DNA cells.

Today, this laser skin surfacing has come a long way. The Laser skin resurfacing Ft. Myers is bit
intense. The process includes the healing of even, the wounds on the skin, which is done by
promoting and creating new cells. This process in return, reverses the effects of photo aging to a
certain extent, by removing wrinkles.

Laser resurfacing is actually, a technology, which is used during laser surgery, wherein, the
molecular bonds are disassociated by laser. This technique is used for treatment of wrinkles, solar
lentigenes, sun damage, scars (which may be even acne scars), stretch marks, or even spider veins.

The Laser skin resurfacing Ft. Myers combines this treatment with liposuction to remove excess fat,
even from chin and jaw areas. The skin initially, gets wrinkles after the fat is removed but in the
process, the laser skin resurfacing tightens and smoothes the skin, giving it, a new contour. Laser
skin resurfacing Ft. Myers uses a 10,600nm CO2 laser, but more commonly now is done, with a
fractional leaser. Fractional laser means the method in which, the laser is transferred. Tiny pinpoints
of laser lights are used to deliver the laser to the surface of the skin in only, a fraction of the area.
Thousands of leaser pin points may be used per square inch, leaving healthy skin behind.

The laser skin resurfacing treatment done in azulbeauty house is a modern treatment and they say
it can also, be performed with plasma based device, instead of, just a laser, which is much safer and
effective. The clinic rather goes a step ahead saying it is rather the only treatment which generates
new skin from the fundaments level, even long years after the treatment. The technology used there
is safe and effective and it does not let any skin wither unnecessary and lets the skin stand a degree
of environmental harshness. This claim of theirs has got some supporting evidence and also has
been published in some local medical journals, and which have also been verified by many beauty
independent studies. It is normally, used very proficiently and with precise control, producing
comparatively less discomfort.

If you visit the site www.azulbeauty.com , you will get the first hand feedbacks of many satisfied
customers of this beauty house. They promise in gaining, the look you desire. The treatment is
easy, quick, safe, well tolerated, and the result is abstemious. Their method of treatment is followed,
by initial session maintenance, in order, to enhance the total effect of the procedure.
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